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This is the book
for those who have
never held a golf club
- and for the duHer
who still dreams
of breaking 90.

Includes basic golf rules, customs,
and courtesy as well as the easy way
to a good swing.

By BOB TOSKI
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A big moment for Bob Toski. Mr. George S. May
presents him with a check for $50,000.00 and
possession for a year of the huge trophy for winning the 1954 playing of the "World Golf Championship" at Tam O'Shanter.

INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 1949, a wiry little newcomer to the touring professional golf
troupe took stock after his first swing around the circuit. Playing in every tournament,
his total winnings were a meager $519.16.
Bob Toski, then 23 years old, forced a smile. With becoming frankness untinted
by braggadocio, he told friends, "I'm sticking with it. Some day I am going to be
the world's best golfer."
It took six years for Bob to arrive, but he did it with a bang that tossed the golf
world on its ear. Thanks to his brilliant victory in the world championship tourney
at Chicago's Tam O'Shanter, Toski won $65,891 in 1954 for an all-time record in
PGA history. Plus the $50,000 first money in the "World," he also received a contract from the George S. May Company guaranteeing him an additional $100,000
for exhibitions.
Called the "Mighty Mite" and the "Smiling Splinter," the always amiable Toski
has proven conclusively that small stature and small tonnage are no handicap in the
game of golf.
Toski weighs only 127. He stands five-feet, eight-inches. Yet through concentration and determination and a fine swing, he gets 260 to 270 yards off the tee. He has
developed his medium and long iron shots so they equal his ability with the woods.
He is a master with the sand wedge. If a fairway is narrow and the rough heavy,
Bob deliberately will go for a trap and wedge out. He has few peers at the delicate
art of putting.
Toski has the all-important ingredi6nt of proper temperament to bulwark his
splendid all-around game. He likes people and enjoys talking to galleryites as relaxation between shots in tournament competition. He met his wife, Lynn, in this manner while playing in the 1952 Miami Open.
This outstanding new player in one of the most intensely competitive fields of any
sport is the son of a Polish brass worker and one of nine children. Two of his brothers,
Ben and Jack, are golf professionals. Bob plays out of the Cedar Hills Country Club,
Livingston, N. J., where brother Ben is resident pro.
A native of Haydenville, Mass., Bob first picked up a golf club at the age of five.
He was an apprentice pro at 17 and accepted for PGA membership at 22.
While in the Army, Toski was stationed in India, and won the All-American GI
tournament at the Royal Calcutta course in 1945.
In addition to his big Tam victory, Bob won the Baton Rouge Open, the Azalea
Open at Wilmington, Dela., and the Eastern Open at Baltimore in 1954.
He is associated with the MacGregor Golf Company, which had the foresight to
sign him to a contract in 1949.

~SIS OF YOUR GOLF SWING
When you walk up to your ball and
prepare to hit it you are "taking your
stance." And it is just that easy! Stand so
that the ball is about equi-distant between
your feet. Stand back from it just far
enough that the club head reaches the ball
easily, without making you extend your
arms in a straight line. See the pictures on
pages 48 and 49.
Stand fairly straight. Your feet should
be spread apart a little - about as wide as
the breadth of your shoulders. The weight
of your body should be evenly divided between your .feet.
That's all there is to it. Of course after
you have had a bit more experience you
will change the details of your stance occasionally under varying conditions. But for
most golf shots the stance is nothing more
than I have just described.

Imagine that the handle of the club is pointing out
the line of flight of the ball. Standing with your toes
thus "square" to the line of flight gives you a square
stance.

THE CLUB MUST BE
GRIPPED CORRECTLY

Before we go any further I want to make one
positive statement. You must grip the club correctly to get anywhere in this game. And at
first you're not going to like this, because the
correct golf grip is unlike any other grip in any
other sport. It is bound to feel awkward to you
at first. I will even go so far as to say that if
your grip feels all right to you from the very
, first that it is not correct at all. After a few
swings you are going to feel like taking hold of
the club with the good old baseball grip and
slamming away at the ball. Don't do it! Stick
with the correct one until you have it mastered
if you want eventually to play good, or even
fair, golf.
Golfers of all types and abilities have experimented for many years with all sorts of ways
to hold the golf club, but the net result is that
practically every leading player in the world
today uses what is called the Vardon grip,
named after one of the old-time greats of the
game. It is true that the exact conception of
this varies from one player to another, but the

Why don't you get one of your golf clubs right
now and try to apply the lessons in these grip pictures as you read? Here's the way the club lies
across the palm and fingers of your left hand, diagonally from the middle of the forefinger to about
the middle of the outside of your palm.

differences are small - a finger or a thumb a
little higher for one than another, hands turned
slightly more to the left or right by one player
or another - but, essentially, they all use what
is called the overlapping grip. This is but
another name for the Vardon.
The mechanics of this grip are such that both
hands are forced, or able, to work as a team, as
one compact unit,. although each hand has a
separate function in the golf swing. As you
will notice in the pictures, the club lies partly
in the fingers and partly in the palms.
I can't give you all of the real reasons why
this is the one best way to hold your golf club,
and I am not sure that any of the other players
can fully explain it either. It is really an engineering problem. But do take my word for it this the way to hold your clubs to make the
ball go far and true. If you still want to experiment you can change your putting grip around
to your heart's content, but we'll get to that
later.

The emphasis in playing the short irons, pitch shots we call them, is on
hand and arm motion rather than body action. The swing is upright. Because
the clubs are short handled, we myst stand near the ball in order to reach it.
For the same reason we do not stand as erect as when playing shots with .the
longer clubs.
The arc of this swing is much greater than the one which we use for the
chip shots, and we hit the ball with more of a descending blow, relying on the
loft (slant) of the club face to get the ball into the air.

THE MEDIUM

IRON

SHOTS

Here are shown three positions of an iron club and
a ball at the moment of impact. Only one of these positions is correct. This is the one that you should use.
The ball should be struck so that it lies right against
the center of the club face for the fractional second of
the hit.

If you want to put real power in your golf
shots study this picture. This shows the wrists
cocked at the top of the swing. Both wrists act
as hinges - hinges with strong springs in them.
The right wrist and hand are under the club,
steadying and supporting it. The left hand is the
controlling one and is in complete charge of the
swing. As you will notice in the movie shots of
my stroke, this cocking of the wrists starts
rather late in the backswing, but it also continues late in the downswing. Unless you keep

both wrists cocked this way until your hands
are about to your right leg in the downswing
you will lose most of the zip and power of your
stroke. You can't speed the club head through
the ball with arm motion alone. It is the uncocking of the wrists in the last instant before
the ball is struck that gets the ball away far
and fast.
This is the most effective reason that you
don't have to be a physical giant to get distance
on a golf ball.

THE WOOD SHOTS
In common with most golfers you will probably get a greater kick out of your wood shots
from the tee than from any other part of the
game. I don't blame you - I, too, get a thrill
out of the sound and feel of a well hit drive,
and an even bigger one when I see the ball sail
far out to a beautiful spot on the distant fairway.
With the urge to get the ball out there as far
as possible may also come tension and tightness,
the enemies of all golf shots. This may be
avoided if you will realize that these clubs are
inherently powerful - the power is designed
and built right into them.
The centrifugal force generated as the club
head swings through its large arc is tremendous
at the moment of impact. I weigh about 125
pounds, yet my drives are pretty fair as a rule
- 260 to 270 yards. Each time you are tempted
to start slugging with your woods to get more
distance think of Toski, then relax and concentrate on a smooth, easy swing.

At the moment of impact the left shoulder, the left arm, the hands, and the club
shaft form one straight line. The left leg is now straight and the right knee is bent.

At the moment of impact the left shoulder, the left arm, the hands, and the club
shaft form one straight line. The left leg is now straight and the right knee is bent.
The right shoulder is again dropped, just as it was in the address. My weight has
now been shifted to the outside of the left foot and the inside of the right.

These are actual motion pictures of
my swing with a driver. There are a few
things that I would like to call to your
attention. In taking the club back from
the ball, notice that it continues practically as a straight line with my arms.
There is no wrist action until my hands
are well above my hips, after which my
wrists are cocked. In the backs wing, my
left knee is bent, with the inside of my
left foot giving support to the pivot. My
left knee bends until it is pointing slightly to the right of the ball and my hips
turn practically a full quarter circle from
their position in address.
All through this sequence, my left arm
has remained very straight, and, as the
downswing continues, this feature does
not change. Notice, too, that my body
becomes practically parallel with the line
of flight, before the club head is very far
down. The fourth picture from the top
in the right hand column shows very
well what a great influence the cocking
of the wrists has. My hands are practically over the ball and yet the club
head is no more than parallel with the
ground at this point, so that from here
to the ball the arms have little to do with
the swing and the wrists nearly everything.
It is this tremendous speed which is
generated at the last moment that makes
the ball get away for long hits. If I depended on sweeping the ball off the tee
by arm action alone, I would never be
in contention when up against the big,
powerful two hundred
pounders.
It's
club head speed at the moment of impact
that does the trick.

Here I show this player how to overcome this serious
fault. At about the same spot in the downswing his wrists
are now properly cocked and the left hand is in full control of the club. In addition, his weight is being properly
distributed unto his left side. He is now enabled to swing
the club head into the ball through an inside-out arc and
release his hands at the proper time.

Here is another
way to practice your golf shots at home or in the
office. This is an exercise I heartily recommend. Place one of your iron
clubs between your elbows, behind your back. Now rotate your shoulders
just as you would in the regular golf pivot.
This is a very good exercise for foot action and the very necessary
shoulder turn. By practicing this you will come to recognize the proper
feeling of the pressure points in the feet, as well as the feeling of the pivot
turn of the hips and the shoulders. Try it! It's a real golf pivot.

HOW

- BOWLING

TO PLAY
YOUR FAVORITE SPORTS
TO WIN

by Buzz fazio

Are you a regular bowler, or an eager beginner? Either way, you will make each frame
count more after reading this professional instruction from the member of a World Championship team. Basic rules, special tips, team bowling. Over 80 illustrations.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO GOLF by Bob Toski
Even steady golfers can improve their games with this easy, step-by-step
guide. A top
pro shows you how to make fast progress with a sound golf swing and follow-through.
Expert advice on all phases of the game, plus courtesy hints. Over 100 photos.

SOFTBALL RULES IN PICTURES by G. Jacobs and J. R. McCrory
BASEBALL RULES IN PICTURES by G. Jacobs and J. R. McCrory
Each of these two books contains 200 drawings that illustrate all basic rules; perfect for
umpires, players, teams, coaches, and for checking disputed decisions. Have a copy handy
at every game! The Baseball book includes "pro" and amateur rules of sandlot leagues (including little League); the Softball book covers the official Amateur Softball Association
rules you need.

OUTDOOR

LIFE SHOOTING

BOOK by Jack O'Connor

America's leading gun authority tells you what kinds you should buy for every purpose,
and how to use and care for them. Learn about big and small game (from squirrels to
1elephants),
rifles, shotguns, hand guns, ammunition, scopes, sighting, chokes and patterns.
/25 chapters; 100 charts, photos and drawings.

OUTDOOR LIFE FISHING BOOK by P. Allen Parsons
The well-known editor of !'Outdoor life" magazine helps you catch your limit of trout, bass,
salmon, pike, muskie, wall-eyes, guppies, crappies, bluegills, yellow perch, and other fish.
Tips on wet and dry fly fishing, bait casting, spinning, trolling, J1~mph fishing and much
more. Also covers rods, lines, leaders, reels, flies. Descriptions of fish, with illustrations,
their habits, colors and special baits.

GET IN THE SWIM WITH ESTHER WILLIAMS
~~
as fold fo Bob Thomas

1

Hollywood's famous aquatic star shows how to improve your swimming and diving techniques. "How-to" photographs
cover everything from treading water to backstroke, from
pool-side diving to jackknife. Plus rules for swimming safety, instructions for children and
beginners, and a photo album of her glamorous career.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SMALL POWER BOATS

by Howard Springer
Accura.te information about how to buy that boat you've always wanted ... what to look
for, what to pay! Authoritative, easy-to-follow
facts on repairing, caring for and storing
boats ... from smallest outboard to 26-foot cruiser. Tips on navigation; 80 illustrations.

HOW TO TRAIN THE FAMILY DOG by Willy Necker
One of America's top trainers gives you complete directions for making your dog obey you
in the home, in your car, on the street. Includes all basic commands, plus dog care and
feeding. Many illustrations.

